We turn metal and wire into value-added solutions.

Many of the components that Wisconsin Stamping & Manufacturing produces go through a series of processes as we fabricate end products and assemblies. Individual components are stamped, machined, formed, laser cut and welded to exacting standards. Other fabrications become parts of larger custom assemblies that are tested before shipment and ready for the customer’s manufacturing line. For your convenience, we manage the entire process from start to finish. From machining chamfers to robotic welding, our wide variety of in-house capabilities can meet your most demanding challenges and critical lead times.
What can we fabricate for you?

Think about the processes that are slowing you down. How could Wisconsin Stamping & Manufacturing help you find greater efficiencies and raise quality levels? Tell us what you do and how you do it—perhaps we can find a way to help you do it even better.

**Material Options**
- Cold Rolled Steel
- Stainless Steel
- Aluminum
- Hot Rolled Steel
- Galvanized Steel
- Brass
- Spring Steel
- Chrome Alloys
- Bronze
- Flapper Valve Steel
- Hastelloy
- Copper
- Coated Steel
- Inconel
- Bearing Bronze
- Nickel
- Clad Metals
- Other Malleable Metals

**Finish Options**
- Zinc: Clear/Yellow/Black
- Vapor Degrease/Wash/Dry
- RoHS Compliant Trivalent
- Anodize/Alodine
- Black Oxide/Phosphate
- Clear Trivalent Conductive
- Nickel (Bright & Matte)
- Passivate
- Paint (Liquid/Powdercoat)
- Other Commercially Available Finishes

**Secondary Operations**
- Heat-treat/Harden
- Anneal
- Carburize
- Countersink/Tapping
- Grinding/Polish/Burnish
- Tumble/Vibratory Deburring